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The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has purchased 500,000 shares of Monsanto stock. Monsanto is the world’s largest producer of genetically modified food, which has been tied to numerous health ailments such as sterility and infant mortality.

AGRA Watch has issued a press release on the subject:

Monsanto has already negatively impacted agriculture in African countries. For example, in South Africa in 2009, Monsanto’s genetically modified maize failed to produce kernels and hundreds of farmers were devastated. According to Mariam Mayet, environmental attorney and director of the Africa Centre for Biosafety in Johannesburg, some farmers suffered up to an 80% crop failure. While Monsanto compensated the large-scale farmers to whom it directly sold the faulty product, it gave nothing to the small-scale farmers to whom it had handed out free sachets of seeds.

“When the economic power of Gates is coupled with the irresponsibility of Monsanto, the outlook for African smallholders is not very promising,” said Mayet.
Monsanto’s aggressive patenting practices have also monopolized control over seed in ways that deny farmers control over their own harvest, going so far as to sue-and bankrupt-farmers for “patent infringement.” Monsanto was declared company of the year by Forbes magazine in 2009, despite its history of agricultural abuses. Monsanto has also been accused of dumping toxic waste in residential areas, resulting in a variety of severe health disorders.

Explore More:

1. How the Bill Gates Foundation is Genetically Manipulating Nature and Devastating Our Health
2. Bill Gates’ Foundation Funded Approval of Genetically Modified Mosquitoes
3. Monsanto Investor Bill Gates Says GMO Crops Needed to Fight Starvation
4. Bill Gates Foundation Funds Experimental Insect Repellent
5. Genetically Engineered Rice Pushed Through by Bill Gates & Monsanto
6. UN, Bill Gates Foundation Push Deadly HPV Shots on Poor Nations Under ‘GAVI Alliance’
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Comments (40)
1. **Ellen** says:  
*January 24, 2012 at 1:30 am*

We complain about the drug companies, yet most all of America is supporting drug companies through doctor prescribed drugs. The drugs are from hell itself and how many are taking prescribed drugs. Find a natural and safe alternative and STOP empowering these drug companies by buying their toxic death potions just because you ignorantly imagine your doctor knows anything about health. He is trained by drug companies and does not even learn about nutrition. OUR BODIES do not have a drug deficiency. Stop taking the toxic death vaccines as well. The drug companies control vaccines as well. DON’T TRUST THEM. Why do you think a whole nations cancer rate increased? The common denominator? VACCINES. You can’t blame foods when infants have cancer, tumors and leukemias. IT is VACCINES. Wake up and stop buying drugs.

[Reply](http://naturalsociety.com/bill-gates-foundation-buys-500000-shares-of-monsanto/)

2. **Crecencio Elenes** says:  
*January 14, 2012 at 1:46 pm*

The danger for a lot of the world population, Is that this GMO’S technology can be used to make plants like Corn or Soybean, or bacteria or algae, to produce any chemical or virus that can really damage or affect us, in a big way and little by little (time) that can really affect a lot of people, seems like these plants can do anything the 1% wants, and will affect the 99%, can you see this. A product developed by the 1%, for the 99%, they don’t even use it, they eat organic. This could be a Weapon for mass destruction.

I think We need to force and make the FDA, USDA, Health departments get together and really make a protocol (rules and laws) approve and to really test proof the safety of using all the GMO’S that are been produced. stop the insanity.

[Reply](http://naturalsociety.com/bill-gates-foundation-buys-500000-shares-of-monsanto/)

3. **Eileen** says:  
*December 14, 2011 at 11:08 pm*

Maybe, just maybe, he will try to change it from within. His foundation HAS done some good work, and the intentions are good. Maybe his influence can change them to be responsible. Maybe not, but it’s a different perspective.

[Reply](http://naturalsociety.com/bill-gates-foundation-buys-500000-shares-of-monsanto/)

4. **Natalie** says:  
*December 11, 2011 at 8:26 pm*

Please watch this documentary about GMOs and how the crops are deficient in nutrients, some as much as 80%. Also the animals which are fed GMOs are becoming impotent and having far more miscarriages. Dr. Mercola interviews a scientist, Dr. Huber, who researches GMOs and this is what he has to say about it. [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4swW9OFmf8&fb_source=message](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4swW9OFmf8&fb_source=message) There are 2 parts to the video.

[Reply](http://naturalsociety.com/bill-gates-foundation-buys-500000-shares-of-monsanto/)

5. **circusbouy** says:  
*December 8, 2011 at 1:46 pm*

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have given more money and jobs to people around the world than most countries have ever contributed! The word retard is a word that has been used to describe people forever… Not everyone believes in all this liberal political correctness crap…Get over it.
6. **jenelle** says:
   *December 6, 2011 at 11:46 pm*

   GMO foods are the easiest form of population control. It's already happening to thoughtless people in this country and worldwide. Bill Gates is part of the world’s elite that want the population to be reduced ASAP. If you don’t understand how GMOs and population control works, then you should read the book, “Seeds of deception” to understand what they are. Once you understand how they are the lowest grade of food, and are being pushed on people all over the world, then you can see the connection between GMOs and people dying. Until the mainstream understands that toxins = cancers, and toxins = disease, we are going to continue to be screwed over by them.

7. **Andy** says:
   *December 6, 2011 at 6:19 am*

   what?! really its helping people??.. retards!.. bill gates is the one who gave a speech about population control.. and that to many people are on earth...

8. **Anonymous** says:
   *December 6, 2011 at 3:31 am*

   Are you people fucking retarded? Bill Gates Foundation could easily be purchasing these stocks in a bid to stop the ridiculously harmful effects of Monsanto. You have no proof of their intent.

   ◦ **Andy** says:
     *December 6, 2011 at 6:20 am*

     bill gates is the one who gave a speech about population control.. and that to many people are on earth... retard

   ■ **Barbara** says:
     *December 6, 2011 at 4:00 pm*

     Excuse me, but I respectfully request that you not use the “R” word – it is disrespectful and offensive, Thank you.

   ■ **NelsonBig** says:
     *December 6, 2011 at 5:50 pm*

     And you need to stop worrying so much about what other people say. Leave his speech alone and concentrate on your own emotions.

   ■ **Nate** says:
     *December 7, 2011 at 12:12 am*

     Pretty soon there won’t even be an R word that will just be the norm because of all the ill effects of dirty air/EMFs/FOOD/water !!!

   ■ **ANGELOFLIGHT** says:
     *December 7, 2011 at 4:33 am*
you got that right, nate!
oh, and bill gates is an evil greedy man. i hope that when he dies he sees the blue screen of death for all of eternity.

Reply

Betty says:
December 13, 2011 at 1:00 am

I agree. there is no reason to use that word…it infuriates me.

Reply

bea41660 says:
January 25, 2012 at 7:22 am

I respectfully request that you check the dictionary for the definition of RETARD. Delay or hold back in terms of progress, development, accomplishments.

This is the correct usage.

Reply

Andy says:
December 6, 2011 at 6:20 am

bill gates is the one who gave a speech about population control. that to many people are on earth... retard

Reply

Anonymous2 says:
December 6, 2011 at 10:10 pm

@Anon are you kidding me DO your research and you will find that the gates foundation has an agenda ... not so long ago I too was fooled by all the media hype surrounding the gates .... do some research and join the dots and you can then decided for yourself .... Be ready to be shocked it is a long list of crimes against people and the environment !

Reply

Jenelle says:
December 6, 2011 at 11:49 pm

Wow, you are totally in the dark. Why else would they have given 30 billion dollars to population control organizations. You are a very naive person.

Reply

Anonymous says:
December 8, 2011 at 8:19 am

There ARE too many people on the planet. 7 billion is way too much stress on our earth and there is no way to naturally feed that many people.
I have issues with Bill Gates for other reasons, but supporting populational control is one of the smart things he’s doing.
What is wrong with wanting to reduce the population down to a sustainable number? One where people don’t have to starve or go without clean drinking water?

Reply

Another Anonymous says:
December 13, 2011 at 4:57 am
Who, exactly, gets to decide which of those 7 billion should be done away with? And are you willing for you and your family to be among those to be gotten rid of to help ease the “stress on our earth”? Or do you think you have more of a right to live than someone on the other side of the planet, hm?

Reply

bea41660 says:
January 25, 2012 at 7:27 am

Great! Will start with YOUR FAMILY. When can we start?

See how this works? Easy huh.

Reply

Anonymous says:
December 9, 2011 at 9:43 am

no, you are stupid…

Reply

sky says:
December 15, 2011 at 10:50 pm

oh if only that was so — to; anonymous—we can hope!

Reply

sky says:
December 15, 2011 at 10:56 pm

i meant that,i hoped that the foundation was trying to wipe out monsanto as a takeover bid control, guess when hell freezes over, and don’t get me started on ( Golden Rice )

Reply

jeremiah shine says:
December 5, 2011 at 11:01 pm

Didn’t Monsanto purchase Xe (aka Blackwater)?

Reply

Rolland Miller says:
December 5, 2011 at 4:46 pm

Bill Gates is one of those Neocons otherwise he would not be supporting Monsanto.

He is a supporter of these criminals Monsanto and their Ilk in creating Franken Food.

I used to admire Bill Gates but that changed soon as I became aware he is not on the people’s side.

Reply

Schlüsselnotdienst Duisburg says:
September 26, 2011 at 5:43 pm

It’s appropriate time to make a few plans for the future and it is time to be happy. I’ve read this submit and if I could I desire to suggest you few interesting things or advice. Maybe you can write next articles relating to this article. I desire to learn even more issues approximately it!
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